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NEWRange Rover Sport SVR -
Estoril Blue
                            SCALE      PRICE
76RRS001   1:76  £5.75

NEW
Tooling!

NEW
Tooling!

Range Rover Sport SVR - Estoril Blue (top)
Jaguar Land Rover launched their new Range Rover Sport

SVR (Special Vehicle Racing) 4 x 4 in 2015.  It was BIG in

all respects.  The first product from the company’s new

in-house performance division; it was the fastest Land

Rover ever produced with a 542 bhp 5.0L V8 engine;

acceleration of 0-62 mph in 4.5 seconds with a maximum

speed of 175.8 mph; it features every comfort and

refinement known to the motoring man; and it’s big on

price with a top end tag of just under £100,000.

In the meantime, we’re sticking to the superb 1:76 scale

brand new Oxford replica, painted in one of the signature

colour schemes of the real thing - a bright blue with 

black interior and external trim. Registered LC15 HBF, 

it represents the year of the actual launch vehicle in 2015. 

Land Rover Discovery 5 HSE LUX - Silicon Silver
New Oxford tooling unveils the 1:76 scale replica of 

the Discovery 5 HSE, the latest in Land Rover luxury.  

The 4x4 ticks all the boxes from high performance to

ultimate comfort.  On the real thing, even the steering

wheel is heated and you get four zone climate control,

independent heating controls for both driver and front

seat passenger and heated front seats, as well as a

panoramic sunroof as standard  

Our replica, registered KAS 768, captures the essence of

the new Land Rover and comes in a sparkling silver

colour scheme with black trim and black interior.

Interesting details include authentic superior alloy wheels

and stylish radiator grille.  Our front and rear sunroofs

are masked black, rounding off our latest Land Rover. 

NEWLand Rover Discovery 5
HSE LUX - Silicon Silver
                            SCALE      PRICE
76DIS5001  1:76  £5.95
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NEWVolvo 544 - Light Blue
                           SCALE      PRICE
76VL001     1:76  £5.45

Rolls-Royce Corniche Convertible MPW
Open Top - Indigo Blue
Newly Tooled here in1:76 scale, the Corniche 

first graced the roads in 1971.  Assembled and

finished by Mulliner Park Ward, it came

as both a coupé and a convertible.  

Our convertible version comes in a

rich dark blue with silver trim and a

light tan tonneau cover and interior

seating, registered UTU 353.  To create

that little bit extra, we have also added

wing mirrors and lower front lights, which were

optional on the original. 

1:76 SCALE
NEW
Tooling!

NEW
Tooling!

Volvo 544 - Light Blue
To put our newly tooled Volvo 544 in context, its

predecessor was the Volvo 444 first designed in 1944.

The two-door, four-passenger 444 was upgraded to the

PV544 in 1958 including a curved one-piece

windscreen, larger taillights and a ribbon-

type speedometer.  The former 3-speed

gearbox was also replaced by a 4-

speed unit in the 544.  Further

improvements four years later saw

the B16 engine replaced by Volvo’s new

B18 engine.

Our model of the PV544, registered DH-73-22

and decorated in pale blue, features these exterior

refinements, including the B18 engine capacity printed in

red on the right hand side of the boot and the wheels

have silver hub caps with red centres.  A final authentic

detail sees the interior of the car moulded in pale grey.  

It is interesting to note that production of this model

lasted until 1966, such was the demand in Sweden.

Jaguar - Formula E
For motor racing enthusiasts everywhere

who welcomed our newly tooled model of

the innovative Jaguar Racing electric racing

car, we are pleased to bring you the latest

release in the team’s striking turquoise and

black colour scheme, complete with boldly

printed sponsorship logos.  Headed up by

Nelson Piquet, Jaguar Racing has certainly

made its mark on the track to date. 

Ford Cortina MkIII - Strato Silver
Our Ford Cortina makes its latest debut

in immaculate silver finish with black and

silver trim, registered NLY 128L from

1973.  Note the signature black vinyl

roof from an age when it was all the

rage!  Our four-door saloon sports a

grey black interior and a final touch of

realism comprises the ‘two tone’ orange

and red rear lights.

NEWRolls Royce Corniche -
Indigo Blue
                            SCALE      PRICE
76RRC001   1:76  £6.95

NEWFord Cortina MkIII -
Strato Silver
                             SCALE     PRICE
76COR3008 1:76  £5.45

NEWJaguar - Formula E
                           SCALE      PRICE
76JFE002   1:76  £6.45
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Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, Southampton SO14 0TJ
Tel: 02380 248850  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

BMW M3 Coupé E92 - Mineral White
New tooling introduces the latest addition to Oxford’s

range of prestige high performance cars with this

version of the popular BMW M3 series.  

The fourth generation of the BMW M3, 

the 2-door E92 coupé, the subject of

our model, came with a new 4.0L V8

engine producing 414 bhp.  The six-

speed gearbox came as standard.

The M3 was superseded by the 

M4 series in 2013.

Our replica, registered MM13 MMM, 

is painted in Mineral White with a black interior.

The sunroof is masked black and the distinctive BMW badge

sits on the edge of the coupé’s wide and sculpted bonnet. 

Vauxhall Cavalier Mk2 2.0 CD - Steel Grey
Some cars look very good in particular

colours and the steel grey of our Cavalier

Mk 2 is one such car, enhancing the

sloping, racy hatch back look of our CD

spec vehicle, which also sports lots of

black and chrome detailing and realistic

alloy wheels.  The interior is also finished in

black and it comes with four doors, reminding

us that it was essentially a family car.  Registered

E49 CGY from 1987, it still looks good today, no

wonder it was so popular in its 1980s heyday!

VW Beetle - Lotus White (Abbey Road)
If you are a Beatles fan and have their Abbey Road album,

look at the record sleeve and you will see a white VW

Beetle parked in the background, with the Fab Four on

the famous zebra crossing to the Abbey Road Studios.

The car belonged to a nearby resident of Abbey

Road at the time of the 1969 photo-shoot. 

The car is now further immortalised here at

Oxford, our latest release on our 1:76 scale VW

is that very vehicle!  Registered LMW 281 from

1967/68, it is decorated in its original Lotus White colour

scheme with black interior and chrome exterior finish. 

NEWVauxhall Cavalier Mk2
2.0 CD - Steel Grey
                            SCALE      PRICE
76CAV003   1:76  £5.45

NEWVW Beetle - Lotus White
(Abbey Road)
                            SCALE      PRICE
76VWB008 1:76  £5.25

NEWBMW M3 Coupé E92 -
Mineral White
                            SCALE      PRICE
76M3001   1:76  £5.75

Citroen DS19 - Monte Carlo
Blue/Aubergine
You wouldn’t naturally put these two

colours together but in fact the bright

blue body with aubergine roof and blue

interior look very good on our fifth

release of the Citroen DS19 - and they

are authentic!  Registered WLN 475, the

mass of chromework to the

exterior adds even more style to

this iconic four-door French

motor from the 1960s and 1970s. 

NEWCitroen DS19 - Monte
Carlo Blue/Aubergine
                            SCALE      PRICE
76CDS005   1:76  £5.45

NEW
Tooling!
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1:76 SCALE
Aston Martin DB2 MkIII DHC - Snow Shadow Grey
The fourth release on our 1:76 scale Aston Martin

DB2 sees it with hood up in a sharply

contrasting grey body with bright red

roof. The interior is finished in red

with additional black and tan

trim.  Manufactured between

1957 and 1959 only, our model is

registered 303 EXT.  Note the

distinctive sloping hatchback body

and Aston Martin radiator grille and as

usual lots of silver trim. 

Vauxhall Cresta - Venetian
Red/Polar White
Vauxhall were certainly

influenced by the

extravagant American cars

when they designed and

introduced the Cresta in the

1950s with its long lines, tail fins and

sporty feel. It makes its latest outing

registered 944 LNK in a more sober

colour scheme than usual - maroon and

white - but makes up for it with the wealth

of chromework and whitewall tyres. 

Rover SD1 3500 Vitesse - Metropolitan Police
We launched the new 1:76 scale Rover SD1 3500

Vitesse, representing the British car from the

1970s-1980s as a saloon in a bright red

livery.  For its second release, it

comes as a highly visible

Metropolitan Police vehicle

registered A152 SUW from

1983-4.  Decorated in

white with yellow and red

Police banding along the

sides, additional artwork places

the Force’s crest on the driver’s and front

passenger doors and Police on the front and back of the

car.  It has the addition of two blue roof beacons on the

roof together with a large yellow circle and HY

identification lettering, so as to be seen from the air.  The

interior has black trim and dark beige seating.  The Rover

SD1 was a particular favourite with the Police. 

NEWAston Martin DB2 MkIII
DHC - Snow Shadow Grey
                                    SCALE      PRICE
76AMDB2004   1:76  £5.75

Austin Mini Cooper - White with Union Jack
This is so patriotic!  Making a superb addition to our

Classic Austin Mini series, it sports a  brilliant white

paint job with the Union Flag  covering the roof, all

topped off with some gleaming chrome work.

Registered LCD 21B, the

interior is moulded in a

contrasting dark red.

NEWAustin Mini Cooper -
White with Union Jack
                            SCALE      PRICE
76MN011   1:76  £5.25

NEWRover SD1 3500 Vitesse -
Metropolitan Police
                            SCALE      PRICE
76SDV002  1:76  £5.45

NEWVauxhall Cresta - 
Venetian Red/Polar White
                              SCALE      PRICE
76CRE009    1:76  £5.45
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1:43 SCALE

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, 
Southampton SO14 0TJ

Tel: 02380 248850  
www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

Rolls-Royce 25/30 Thrupp & Maberley - Burgundy
New tooling to the 1:43 scale series of classic motors

introduces the opulent Rolls-Royce 25/30, which was

made by the famous car manufacturer between

1936 and 1938, in conjunction with the

prestigious coachbuilders

Thrupp & Maberley.

Only 1201 of these

cars were made,

our version

replicating BSG

527, appearing in a

regal dark red with

pale mushroom grey

seating and tan interior

trim.  The car, which came with a

4-speed manual gearbox, was an updated

version of the 20/25 but with a larger 4257 cc engine.

Another feature comprised the traditional Rolls-Royce

radiator with triangular top with vertical louvres which

served to thermostatically control the engine

cooling system.  Note too, the spare wheel

behind the offside front wing and the

mass of contrasting chromework to the exterior.

Despite the low production of the Rolls-Royce 25/30, 

you can still find one today - if you have the odd 

£50,000 plus to spare! 

Rolls-Royce Corniche Convertible MPW (Closed) - Persian Snow
Our luxurious Rolls-Royce Corniche makes its second appearance with

closed top, following on from the open top version which launched this

superb 1:43 scale classic car from the 1970s.  Decorated in a pale sand

colour with contrasting red roof, our model has a personalised CRN

2 number plate.  The interior seating and floor are finished in

red with other trim finished in either black or tan.  

The coachbuilder engaged on this model was Mulliner

Park Ward (MWP), another famous company

associated with Rolls-Royce cars over the years.

NEWRolls-Royce Corniche Convertible
MPW (Closed) - Persian Snow
                                            SCALE       PRICE
43RRC002             1:43  £24.95

NEWRolls-Royce 25/30 Thrupp
& Maberley - Burgundy
                                SCALE      PRICE
43R25001     1:43 £24.95

NEW
Tooling!

Austin Ruby Saloon - Maroon
                              SCALE      PRICE
43RUB001    1:43 £17.95
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MODEL
AVAILABLE

AGAIN

1:76 SCALE

5 Piece British Railways Set -
Q25/K8/CA/Land Rover/Anglia
                          SCALE       PRICE
76SET34    1:76  £25.45

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, Southampton SO14 0TJ
Tel: 02380 248850  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

Morris 1000 Van - British Railways
The ubiquitous Morris 1000 Van makes its latest appearance in

the very popular British Railways crimson and cream colour

scheme, registered NDF 815F.  The British Railways totem

features on the sides of the van and also on the front of 

the roof above the windscreen.  Its all ready to join 

your 00 scale railway layout of the period.

NEWMorris 1000 Van -
British Railways
                            SCALE      PRICE
76MM059  1:76  £5.25

SET
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

Scarab - British Rail 
                              SCALE     PRICE
76RAB001    1:76  £9.95

Commer Q25 - 
British Railways 
                         SCALE     PRICE
76CM001 1:76  £5.45

MODEL
AVAILABLE

AGAIN

MODEL
AVAILABLE

AGAIN

Ford Anglia - British Rail 
                              SCALE     PRICE
76ANG037    1:76  £5.25
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1:76 SCALE
Sherpa Minibus - Wynns
The name Wynns usually conjures up a picture

of gigantic haulage trucks with equally gargantuan

loads, so this 1:76 scale Sherpa Minibus makes a

welcome support vehicle for the vast Wynns

fleet.  Their signature red colour scheme

prevails with bold yellow and black dropped

shadow graphics along the sides, a white

roof and light and airy windows revealing a

black interior.  Registered CAX 59V from

1979, our Sherpa model is based on the

Sherpa 200, an upgraded version which

appeared right at the end of the decade.  

VW Bay Window Bus/Surfboards - Lime Green/White
Off to catch the waves is our newly decorated VW 

Bay Window Bus complete with two surfboards, 

all painted in a brilliant white and lime green colour

scheme with beige interior.  Registered SKK 239H

from 1969/70, an additional component comprises

the roof rack housing the surfboards.   

VW Bay Window Camper Van - 
Savannah Beige/White
Looking forward to spring and being back

on the road again, ardent campers are

probably busy cleaning and preparing their

VWs for the warm weather.  We’re joining

in with this latest release on our VW Bay

Window Camper Van which is decorated in

a sandy beige and white, registered SPR

437F from 1967/68.  The white roof

features tan roof slats and the interior

seating is finished in beige. 

Land Rover Series 1 80" Open Back - AA
Another great for Roadside Assistance vehicle followers!

Our Land Rover Series 1 takes on the task as used by the

AA, registered PYU 5, decorated in their bright yellow and

black colour scheme and sporting the original AA badge of

the age.  Given the right weather, this would have been a

really cool drive with the three green seats in the front

and all the equipment

stored in the roomy back

adds an unusual touch to

your AA breakdown fleet.

NEWVW Bay Window Bus/Surfboards -
Lime Green/White
                                                   SCALE      PRICE
76VW028                   1:76  £5.45

NEWVW Bay Window Van -
Savannah Beige/White
                            SCALE      PRICE
76VW027   1:76  £5.45

NEWLand Rover Series 1 80"
Open Back - AA
                                     SCALE     PRICE
76LAN180003  1:76  £5.25

NEWSherpa Minibus - Wynns
                           SCALE      PRICE
76SHP006  1:76  £6.45
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N SCALE
NEW
Tooling!

Churchill Tank - Kingforce
Already serving in Oxford’s 1:76 scale

Military Force, we are pleased to

introduce the WWII Churchill

Tank on to N scale battlefields

in the same launch livery as

its larger counterpart, that

of Kingforce ‘Major King’,

one of the tanks deployed

at El Alamein, appearing in its

brown/beige

desert

camouflage

scheme.

Mercedes Actros SSC D-Tec Combitrailer and
Container - John Mitchell
Already released in 1:76 scale, this John Mitchell liveried

Mercedes Actros comes in exactly the same format and

looks just as good in minute N scale. Featuring the

SAMSKIP livery on the container, this modern vehicle is

registered SH63 EPL.

NEWMercedes Actros SSC D-Tec Combitrailer
and Container - John Mitchell
                                                            SCALE        PRICE
NMB004                        1:148  £13.95

NEW
Tooling!

NEWChurchill Tank -
Kingforce
                          SCALE      PRICE
NCHT001 1:148  £6.95

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

Scania Highline Nooteboom 3 axle
Semi Low Loader - Stobart Rail
                              SCALE        PRICE
NSHL01ST   1:148  £13.95

Mobile Trailer - Bobs Hot Dogs
                              SCALE        PRICE
NTRAIL001  1:148   £4.65

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN
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N SCALE

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, Southampton SO14 0TJ
Tel: 02380 248850  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

NEW
Tooling!

NEW
Tooling!

NEW
Tooling!

Hillman Imp - Willow Green
Readers will already have seen this delightful little two

door family car from the 1960s-1970s in 1:76 scale and

here it is for N scale collectors in exactly the same

detail, registered  NWR 677A from 1963.  As with its

larger counterpart, 

it makes its debut in a

muted green with pale

green seating.

Land Rover Lightweight - United Nations
Another model already released in both 1:43 and 1:76

scale, our newly tooled N scale version is an exact

replica in every detail. Decorated in the olive green

drab colour scheme with slightly lighter green ‘canvas’

roof and the distinctive UN pale blue and white

lettering, , the model replicates a United Nations

Peacekeeping Force vehicle

used in Cyprus.  It has a

military registration plate 

50 FL 91.

Fordson Tractor - Matt Grey
Another cross-over from 1:76 scale comprises

this solid looking little Fordson Tractor, making

its latest N scale outing in a utility matt grey

colour scheme, all ready to

add to your N scale

agricultural diorama. 

NEWHillman Imp - 
Willow Green
                          SCALE      PRICE
NHI001     1:148  £4.35

NEWFordson Tractor -
Matt Grey
                              SCALE       PRICE
NTRAC004   1:148  £4.35

NEWLand Rover Lightweight -
United Nations
                              SCALE       PRICE
NLRL001     1:148  £4.35

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAINMODEL

AVAILABLE
AGAIN                             SCALE       PRICE

NIRZ001     1:148  £9.45

Scania Irizar PB Coach -
Bus Eireann/Eurolines New Routemaster - 

London United/Coca Cola
                              SCALE        PRICE
NNR004CC  1:148   £8.75
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AVIATION1:72
SCALE

DH82A Tiger Moth Floatplane -
L-5894 ‘Queen Bee’, RAF
Oxford Aviation collectors have

enjoyed a number of authentic

liveries to date on this little 1930s

bi-plane, which was designed and built by

De Havilland.  The standard version was

joined by the floatplane modification so the

DH82 could touch down on both land and water

and the aircraft was a popular choice for training

new pilots.  In 1935, the company developed the

DH.82 Queen Bee which was a pilotless, radio-

controlled target drone variant.  It was used

in training anti-aircraft gunners by the

Fleet Air Arm and the RAF.  While it

could be flown as a normal manned

plane, the Queen Bee’s rear cockpit

position was equipped with RAE radio-control gear. 

Our 1:72 scale model is the floatplane version Queen Bee

and appears in a matt brown and dark green camouflage

scheme with yellow and red underside.  The RAF roundel

and lettering L-5894 are printed on the lower undersides of

the wings and also along the fuselage.  Silver floats and struts

and a green cockpit complete the detail on 

this interesting Tiger Moth variant.

DH84 Dragon 
VH-AQU - Coca Cola

The second release on our De

Havilland 84 Dragon bi-plane from the

1930s will certainly brighten up your

Oxford Aviation skies!  Appearing in a

highly visible white and red colour scheme, almost

every surface is promoting that world-famous drink Coca

Cola. A slight modification from our first release sees our

Coca Cola liveried model without wheel spats.  Whether

you’re an aviation or Coca Cola collector, this is a very

different model to add to your Oxford line-up!

NEWDH84 Dragon VH-AQU -
Coca Cola
                                      SCALE       PRICE
72DG002CC       1:72  £33.95

NEWDH82A Tiger Moth Floatplane -
L-5894 ‘Queen Bee’, RAF
                                      SCALE       PRICE
72TM010           1:72  £29.95

Avro Anson No. 6013 AA
No. 1 SFTS RCAF
                         SCALE       PRICE
72AA006  1:72  £33.95

Airspeed Oxford V3388/
G-AHTW (Duxford)
                         SCALE       PRICE
72AO003  1:72  £33.95
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AVIATION1:72
SCALE

Kawasaki Ki-61 Hien 244th Flight
Regt - Chofu Airfield 1945

The Kawasaki Ki-61 Hien (flying swallow) was a Japanese

WWII fighter aircraft used by the Imperial Japanese Army

Air Service.  It took its first flight in December 1941 and

between then and 1945 over 3000 had been built.

Designed as a general-purpose fighter it had a maximum

speed of 360 mph with an armament comprising 2 x

20mm Ho-5 cannons and 2 x 12.7mm Ho-103 machine

gun, with an additional option of 2 x 500lb bombs.

The 244th Regiment Fighter Group was

one of the units attached to

the 10th Hiko Shidan (Air

Division) which formed a Ki-61

Special Attack Unit and organised

ramming attack flight against the enemy,

notably US B-29s, at high altitude.

Stripped of their heavy armaments enabled

them to attain the necessary ceiling and locate

the enemy.  It is not surprising that few

Japanese pilots survived these ‘kamikaze’ raids.  

Chofu Airport is located just north of Tokyo

and from 1941 when opened it was used

exclusively by the Imperial Japanese Army Air

Service and it hosted the Kawasaki Ki-61 Hen fighters

used for air defence against the Boeing B-29

Superfortress bombing raids by the USAAF.

Our 1:72 scale model is a replica of one of the Ki-61s

from this era, as flown by the 244th Regiment based at

Chofu.  It is decorated in the signature red and green

Japanese Air Force markings with silver underside and

bearing a white combat stripe round the rear fuselage and

wings incorporating the red disc.  On the underside, the

number 16 is  printed on each side of the front fuselage

and a tiny detail sees the Flying Swallow printed in white

on each side of the tail fin.  

Mustang P51D - ‘Sweet Arlene’, 
Lt Arthur Reed Bowers, 

334th FSS, 4th FG, 1945
Decorated in silver with red nose and

rudder and green anti glare shield, our

American WWII P-51 Mustang with military

markings QP-S belonged to Lt Arthur Reed

Bowers, who had joined the volunteer ‘Eagles

Squadron’ of the RAF, based at RAF Debden in

Essex.  He came over from Illinois to join

the 4th Fighter Group of the 334th

Squadron in November 1944 and remained in the UK

with the ‘Fighting Eagles’ until the end of the war, 

during which time he was credited with six enemy

aircraft destroyed. 

His Mustang was named ‘Sweet Arlene’ after his wife back

home and the saucy nose art was painted by one of the

US Sergeants on the base S/Sgt Donald E Allen, who

was kept busy with similar nose art requests from

the American pilots, as well as recording their  ‘kills’

beneath the cockpit windows. Lt. Bowers retired from a

varied post-war civilian career in 1983.

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, 
Southampton SO14 0TJ

Tel: 02380 248850  
www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

NEW
Kawasaki Ki-61 Hien
244th Flight Regt -
Chofu Airfield 1945
                  SCALE      PRICE
AC077  1:72  £13.95

FW Ta152
                   SCALE      PRICE
AC028   1:72 £13.95

NEWMustang P51D - ‘Sweet 
Arlene’, Lt Bowers
                        SCALE      PRICE
AC079      1:72  £14.95
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AMERICAN1:87
SCALE

1955 Buick Century - California 
Highway Patrol
This is just like something out of those wild

American movie car chases!  Our two

door coupé is decorated in black with

white door panels.  The doors also

feature the very detailed and colourful

California Highway Patrol crest.  This

release will appear to collectors of

Police vehicles as well as classic American

models of the 1950s and 1960s era.

1957 Chevrolet Nomad - Surf Green/India Ivory
So typical of 1950s American motoring is this

colourful Chevrolet Nomad Station Wagon

decorated in an extreme aquamarine

shade to the body with an ivory

roof, whitewall tyres, not to

mention the wealth of chrome

and the extravagant tail fins.

The interior is a calming cream

in contrast, even down to the

steering wheel.  The number plate

reads IND 57 GJ 9270. 

1965 Chevrolet Stepside Pick-up -
Maroon Metallic
Our third release on this 1960s utility

vehicle hails from Colorado according

to the registration plate AA 9354.

Painted in metallic maroon with a

white cab roof and a black interior,

the bumpers and front grille come in

chrome and the wheels have whitewall

tyres.  The wide radiator grille carries

the Chevrolet name across its width

and the name is also printed boldly in

white across the back.

1936 Buick Special Convertible Coupé -
Cardinal Maroon

One imagines a very sedate drive in

this convertible which was launched

in 1936 and designed with 4/5 seats,

two doors, a 3.8 litre engine and a

3-speed manual gearbox.  For its

third Oxford release in 1:87 scale, we’ve

decorated it in maroon with cream hood

in the folded position, lots of silver trim

and a red interior.  The whitewall tyres

also have maroon rims.  It was registered

P-244 in Washington in 1936.

NEW1936 Buick Special Convertible
Coupé - Cardinal Maroon
                                         SCALE      PRICE
87BS36003          1:87  £5.95

NEW1965 Chevrolet Stepside
Pick-up - Maroon Metallic
                               SCALE      PRICE
87CP65003   1:87  £5.95

NEW1957 Chevrolet Nomad -
Surf Green/India Ivory
                               SCALE      PRICE
87CN57003  1:87  £5.95

NEW1955 Buick Century -
California Highway Patrol
                               SCALE      PRICE
87BC55003   1:87  £5.95
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1:76 SCALE

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, Southampton SO14 0TJ
Tel: 02380 248850  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

Land Rover Discovery 3 - Rimini Red Metallic
This is the kind of  chunky 4x4 you really need to

combat the recent adverse weather and our

latest release on the Land Rover Discovery 3 is

certainly high-viz in its bright red metallic

colour scheme with contrasting black

and silver trim.  Registered YH06

WVT, the interior is done out in a

smart dark grey. 

NEWLand Rover Discovery 3 -
Rimini Red Metallic
                            SCALE      PRICE
76LRD008   1:76  £5.45

NEWFowler Steam Roller 
No. 18873 - City of Truro
                            SCALE      PRICE
76FSR005  1:76 £12.95

Fowler Steam Roller No. 18873 - City of Truro
Our latest incredibly detailed Fowler Steam Roller

as owned by R H Richard & Sons of Truro will

certainly add colour to your Oxford steam vehicle

fleet. Decorated in a rich green with red, gold and

yellow lining out, the ‘City of Truro’ is as used by

Truro City Council, registered CV 3579.  

The black roof features a tan underside and 

the tall chimney is black with a fine gold

line round the top.  A further realistic

detail sees a textured finish applied to

the outside of the rollers.  

NEWDiamond T Tank Transporter -
21st Army Tank Brigade 1942

Diamond T Tank Transporter - 21st Army Tank
Brigade 1942
Another solid WWII vehicle to add to your Oxford

Military collection comprises this substantial Diamond T

Tank Transporter, as deployed by the 21at Army Tank

Brigade, decorated in dark green and olive camouflage

scheme with yellow and white military lettering.  

The trailer section is empty, just waiting to take one of

your 1:76 scale Oxford tanks. 

                                     SCALE       PRICE
76DT005          1:76  £25.45
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1:76 SCALE

1:43 SCALE

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, Southampton SO14 0TJ
Tel: 02380 248850  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

NEWAustin Three-way Van -
Civil Service Stores
                                SCALE      PRICE
43AK017       1:43 £13.95

Austin Three-way Van - Civil Service Stores
The faithful and reliable Austin Three-way Van makes its

latest appearance as a delivery van for that wonderful

store at No. 425, The Strand, London, decorated in dark

blue with gold lettering and black trim.  Registered JXH

592, the van displays all the contact details for the Civil

Service Stores, a department store which had started life

in 1877 as a co-operative in Victoria Street before moving

to its final home in WC2 in 1927.  Sadly the art deco

interior-styled building was lost to a fire in 1982. 

NEWVolvo FH4 (G) Flatbed Trailer -
P McKerral & Co. Ltd
                                      SCALE       PRICE
76VOL4005        1:76  £25.45

Volvo FH4 (G) Flatbed Trailer - P McKerral & Co. Ltd
Our versatile Volvo FH4 (G) tractor unit registered KP64

ODB, is drawing a flatbed trailer this time, as run by the

Scottish haulage contractor P McKerral & Co. Ltd., 

from Campbeltown, Argyll.  As usual, there is a mass of

interesting detail and colour in the cab, decorated in pale

blue and white on a red chassis and featuring a roof-

mounted lightbar and orange beacons, as well as grille

mounted spotlights.  The flatbed trailer is painted in a

contrasting royal blue.
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5-piece Volvo Set
These five pieces are a mini Volvo timeline

and cover some of the most popular vehicles

produced by the famous Swedish car manufacturer.

Four of them have appeared previously as separate

items and the fifth is a newly tooled model launched

and reviewed in this issue.  All are the first releases off

new tooling:

76VL001 Volvo 544 - Light Blue. Brand new tooling adds the Volvo

544 to the set from the 1940s-60s era, seen here on its first

Oxford outing in pale blue.  We review this latest addition to

the Oxford Automobile series in this issue.

76VE001 Volvo 245 Estate - Green. The Volvo 240 DL Estate was

produced between 1974 and 1993 and is decorated in bright

green with contrasting silver and black trim.  It is registered

TAY 999R from 1976-77.  

76V0001 Volvo 760 - Gold Metallic. Manufactured well into the 

1990s, the luxury four door family car was famous for its solidity,

performance and reliability.  Our Volvo 760 GLE was launched 

in metallic gold registered D263 OVM from 1986-87.

76VA001 Volvo Amazon - Light Green. This four-door saloon was

manufactured between 1956 and 1970 and we launched it

decorated in light green registered JHO 887E from 1967.

76VP001 Volvo P1800 - Red. Perhaps the most iconic Volvo of all time

is the P1800 2 + 2 sports coupé, manufactured between 1961 and

1973 and seen here in bright red with lots of chrome registered

RYN 480E, from 1967. 

NEW5-Piece Volvo Set 
                          SCALE       PRICE
76SET52    1:76  £26.95

NEW
SET!

Carlight Continental
Caravan - Light Grey
                           SCALE      PRICE
76CC001    1:76  £7.45

Beadle Integral - 
Maidstone & District
                           SCALE      PRICE
76BI002     1:76 £18.95

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN
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Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, Southampton SO14 0TJ
TEl: 02380 248850  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

The Oxford Rail products are competitively priced and are not part of the multi-purchasing.  We have other products in development.

6 OR76TOA002  
1:76 - £14.95

GWR Toad Brake 
GWR 6 Wheel Plated

(late) Bridport

OR76TOB002 7
1:76 - £14.95

GWR 4 Wheel Plated 
(late) Acton 56034

6 OR76TOA003  
1:76 - £14.95

BR 6 Wheel Plated
Bordesley Junction

OR76TOB003 7
1:76 - £14.95

BR Toad 4 Wheel
Basingstoke 35717

NEW MODEL!

NEW MODEL!

NEW MODEL!

NEW MODEL!

OR763TO002 7
1:76 - £34.95
Mk 3a Coach

TSO BR Intercity
Swallow 12007

6 OR763FO002
1:76 - £34.95
Mk 3a Coach

FO BR Intercity
Swallow 11008

NEW MODEL!

NEW MODEL!

6 OR76DG002XS
1:76 - £209.95

2409 Dean 
Goods BR Early 

DCC Sound

5 OR76DG003  
1:76 - £112.95

2475 Dean Goods
Unlined

NEW MODEL!
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